Relative light yield and temporal response of a stilbene-doped bibenzyl organic scintillator for neutron detection
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The neutron time-of-flight (nTOF) diagnostics used to characterize implosions at the National Ignition Facility (NIF) necessitated the development of novel scintillators that exhibit a rapid temporal response and high light yield. One such material, a bibenzyl-stilbene mixed single-crystal organic scintillator grown in a 99.5:0.5 ratio in solution, has become the standard scintillator used for nTOF diagnostics at NIF. The prompt fluorescence lifetime and relative light yield as a function of proton energy were determined to calibrate this material as a neutron detector. The temporal evolution of the prompt fluorescent response was modeled using first-order reaction kinetics and the prompt fluorescence decay constant was determined to be 2.46 ± 0.01 ns (systematic). The relative response of the bibenzyl-stilbene mixed crystal generated by recoiling protons was measured, and results were analyzed using Birks’ relation to quantify the non-radiative quenching of excitation energy in the scintillator.

I. INTRODUCTION

The National Ignition Facility (NIF) is a 192-beam, 1.9 MJ laser system designed to achieve ignition via inertial confinement fusion (ICF). The lasers enter a target chamber through laser beam ports and are either focused directly on a deuterium-tritium-loaded capsule, or indirectly on the interior surface of a surrounding holohraum. The rapid ablation of the capsule surface leads to a complementary inward compression force that drives the capsule to temperature and density conditions conducive to ICF. The resulting spectrum of neutrons from thermonuclear reactions, including most notably 14.1 MeV neutrons from the D-T fusion reaction, is characterized using a large suite of neutron diagnostics. These include, among others, neutron activation diagnostics, a magnetic recoil spectrometer, and an array of neutron time-of-flight (nTOF) spectrometers. The resulting data are employed to diagnose implosion performance by providing insight into neutron yield and ion temperature.

One of the most important quantities obtained using nTOF is the down-scattered ratio (DSR) of neutrons with energies between 10 and 12 MeV to unscattered 14.1 MeV neutrons. This ratio, which corresponds to the fraction of energies between 10 and 12 MeV to unscattered 14.1 MeV neutrons. This ratio, which corresponds to the fraction of energies between 10 and 12 MeV to unscattered 14.1 MeV neutrons

II. EXPERIMENTAL CONFIGURATION

The 0.5% stilbene-doped bibenzyl mixed single-crystal organic scintillator was solution grown and cut to a size of 5.1 × 5.7 × 0.5 cm³. A 3H⁺ beam from the 88-in. Cyclotron at Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory (LBNL) was employed to generate neutrons in the experiment. A Faraday Cup, housing a 3.8 cm thick tantalum target, located in the cyclotron vault was used for both online beam monitoring and to produce “breakup” neutrons via the natTa(3H,n) reaction. The neutron beam was collimated using a beam pipe encased in 3 m of concrete and 1.5 m of sandbags, resulting in a 10-cm-radius open-air neutron beam in the experimental area.

Time correlated single photon counting (TCSPC) was employed to characterize the scintillator light decay. The crystal was mounted in an aluminum housing on the front drop dramatically in a very short time period. A new class of single-crystal stilbene-doped benzyl organic scintillators was developed in order to accomplish this goal. The benzyl crystal was grown with 0.5% stilbene in solution to suppress the delayed fluorescence component of the scintillation light while maintaining an enhanced light yield. This work details the measured scintillation properties of this mixed single-crystal organic scintillator. Section II consists of a description of the experimental layout and electronics configuration. In Sec. III, the methodology for characterization of the time evolution of the light emission pathways, determination of the neutron kinetic energy using nTOF, and the light output response for protons originating from neutron-proton scattering in the scintillator is established. Results on the prompt fluorescence lifetime and relative light yield of the stilbene-doped bibenzyl scintillator are discussed in Sec. IV. Concluding remarks are given in Sec. V.
face of a Hamamatsu H2431-50 photomultiplier tube (PMT) negatively biased to 1.4 kV in tandem with a Hamamatsu H5784-01 PMT loosely coupled via a 100 μm fiber optic cable with an input voltage of 12 V and a reference voltage of 0.9 V. The timing of output signals was established using constant fraction discriminator (CFD) modules produced by LBNL. The output signals from the CFD modules were fed into a CAEN V1290N multi-hit time-to-digital converter (TDC) operating in trigger matching mode with the clock multiplier of the module set to obtain 200 ps resolution. The master trigger was a time-delayed logic pulse from the closely coupled PMT. Data were acquired for a period of 2.2 h using a 29 MeV deuteron beam with a beam intensity of approximately 100 nA.

The measurement of the relative response of the scintillator utilized neutrons produced by a 16 MeV $^2$H beam and a Hamamatsu H2431-50 PMT located 7.8 m downstream from the breakup target. The output signal was split with the timing chain as described above. Pulse height data were obtained using a mesytec MPD-4 module as a fast variable gain input amplifier fed to a CAEN V785 peak sensing analog-to-digital converter (ADC). The timing of the RF signal from the 88-in. Cyclotron converted to standard logic pulses using the CFD module was also recorded using the TDC. Data were acquired for a duration of 4.0 h with a beam intensity of approximately 200 nA, and recorded using the MIDAS data acquisition system. Data reduction was performed using the ROOT data analysis framework.

III. METHODOLOGY

A. Scintillation mechanisms and temporal response

Fast neutrons with energies below 29 MeV primarily deposit energy in an organic scintillator through the $(n, p)$ scattering reaction. The recoiling protons transfer energy to the system through excitation and ionization of the organic molecules. The electronic excitations populate singlet states, and rapid de-excitations from the excited singlet-state band result in prompt fluorescence. Intersystem crossing leads to the population of the triplet-state band. The triplet-to-singlet de-excitation tends to occur over longer time scales and results in phosphorescent light emission. These triplet excitons are mobile, and when close in space, triplet-triplet annihilation can occur leaving one of the electrons in the singlet ground-state band and the other in the singlet excited-state band. The resulting radiative de-excitation from the singlet excited states, termed delayed fluorescence, is rate-limited based on nearest-neighbor triplet-triplet annihilation and long-range triplet exciton migration and annihilation.

The singlet and triplet state population densities, $n_S$ and $n_T$, respectively, can be described via the following coupled set of differential equations:

$$\frac{dn_S}{dt} = -K_S n_S - K_{ST} n_S n_T + \phi K_{TT} n_T^2,$$

(1)

and

$$\frac{dn_T}{dt} = K_{ST} n_S n_T - K_T n_T - K_{TT} n_T^2,$$

(2)

where $K_S$, $K_T$, $K_{TT}$, and $K_{ST}$ are the rate constants for monomolecular singlet decay (prompt fluorescence), monomolecular triplet decay (phosphorescence), triplet-triplet annihilation, and radiationless singlet-triplet transition (intersystem crossing), respectively. The $\phi$ term represents the fraction of excited singlet states populated via triplet-triplet annihilation and is $\leq \frac{1}{2}$. This treatment assumes an instantaneous population of the excited singlet states and that contributions due to radiationless singlet-singlet transitions are negligible.

For the bibenzyl-stilbene (99.5:0.5) mixed single-crystal scintillator, the stilbene dopant acts as a trap for the triplet excitations of the bibenzyl host molecule. At low concentrations, this strongly limits triplet-triplet interactions. As such, $K_{TT} \approx 0$. Further, the internal spin-orbit coupling rate is low (i.e., $K_{ST} \ll K_S$), allowing Eq. (1) to be rewritten as

$$\frac{dn_S}{dt} = -K_S n_S,$$

(3)

or

$$n_S(t) = n_S e^{-\frac{t}{\tau}},$$

(4)

where $\tau = 1/K_S$ is the mean prompt fluorescence lifetime and $n_S$ is the initial population of the excited singlet states.

To describe the measured intensity of the light emission as a function of time, $I(t)$, the time-dependent singlet state population density is convolved with a Gaussian distribution representative of the intrinsic temporal response of the detection system. Based on first-order reaction kinetics, the measured intensity of the light emission as a function of time is directly proportional to $n_S(t)$ and is given by

$$I(t) = \int_0^\infty e^{-\frac{t^2}{2\sigma^2}} n_S e^{-\frac{t}{\tau}} dt$$

$$= n_S (\frac{\tau}{2\pi\sigma^2}) \left[ 1 + \text{erf} \left( \frac{t}{\sqrt{2}\sigma} - \frac{\tau}{\sqrt{2}\sigma} \right) \right] + B,$$

(5)

where $\sigma$ is the standard deviation of the Gaussian distribution and $B$ is a constant background term representative of random coincidences.

B. Neutron time-of-flight

Using the neutron time-of-flight method, the relativistic time-energy relationship is employed to determine the kinetic energy of incident neutron

$$E = (\gamma - 1)m_n c^2,$$

(6)

where

$$\gamma = \frac{1}{\sqrt{1 - (v/c)^2}},$$

(7)

Here, $m_n$ is the rest mass of the neutron, $c$ is the speed of light, $x$ is the neutron flight path (i.e., distance between the
breakup target and the detector), and \( t \) is the time-of-flight of the neutron. Using the \( \gamma \) ray production originating from the interaction of the charged primary beam in the breakup target as a fiducial marker, an absolute reference to the time of neutron production was obtained.

C. Scintillation response

The scintillation light output for organic scintillators is well described using Birks relation

\[
\frac{dL}{dx} = \frac{S(dE/dx)}{1 + kB(dE/dx)},
\]

where \( dL/dx \) is the energy-dependent scintillation light yield per unit path length, \( dE/dx \) is the energy-dependent stopping power, or energy deposited per unit path length, \( S \) is the scintillation efficiency, \( k \) is a quenching parameter (i.e., the fraction of the primary excitation that undergoes radiationless deexcitation), and \( B \) is Birks constant. Equation (8) can be written in the form

\[
\frac{dL}{dE} = \frac{S}{1 + kB(dE/dx)},
\]

where \( dL/dE \) is the scintillation light yield per unit energy loss. The product \( kB \), termed Birks parameter, is an experimentally determined constant dependent upon the scintillation medium. Birks’ parameter is used to quantify the proton light yield and is an important input for Monte Carlo simulations of the scintillation response for neutrons.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figure 1 shows the time dependence of the scintillation light from the 0.5\% stilbene-doped bibenzyl scintillator obtained using TCSPC. Photon contributions were removed using time-of-flight gating to isolate the neutron response. The data were fit using Eq. (5), denoted by the dashed line in Fig. 1, via the Minuit MIGRAD function minimization routine.\(^{12}\) The uncertainty in the fit parameters were obtained using MINOS error analysis methods\(^{13}\) with a \( \chi^2 \) per degrees of freedom of 1.17. The \( \sigma \) parameter, representative of the uncertainty in the measurement of temporal differences, was determined to be 0.47 \( \pm \) 0.01 ns, and is dominated by the inherent resolution of the electronic components of the data acquisition system. The prompt fluorescence decay constant was determined to be 2.46 \( \pm \) 0.01 (fit) \( \pm \) 0.13 (systematic) ns. To quantify the systematic uncertainty, the fit range was varied, and the maximum variation was taken as symmetric systematic uncertainty. This result is consistent with previous measurements of the primary light decay constant.\(^{14}\)

The small concentration of stilbene impurity traps in this mixed crystal suppresses the rates of nearest neighbor triplet-triplet annihilation and long-range triplet exciton migration and annihilation. This results in a dramatic suppression of the delayed fluorescence component of the scintillation light as compared to that for higher stilbene dopant ratios. Approximately, 95\% of the total light yield was collected in 9.5 ns. The rapid prompt fluorescent and highly suppressed delayed fluorescent mechanisms make this material useful for nTOF experiments with high neutron flux.

Calculations of the relative light yield of the 0.5\% stilbene-doped bibenzyl scintillator as a function of neutron energy require input data on the light output of the scintillator for various particle types as a function of particle energy.\(^{15}\) While reactions on carbon represent an increasingly important contribution to the light yield for neutrons with energies greater than \( \sim 20 \) MeV, neutron elastic scattering on protons represents the dominant mechanism for light production in organic scintillators for fast neutrons. To obtain the relative response of the 0.5\% stilbene-doped bibenzyl mixed single-crystal organic scintillator as a function of proton energy deposited, a two-dimensional histogram of pulse height versus nTOF was generated. The data were binned in time intervals of 4 ns, representative of the full width at half maximum (FWHM) of the photon signal, and transformed into the energy domain as described in Eq. (6). The resulting two-dimensional histogram of pulse height versus neutron energy is shown in Fig. 2.

The pulse height spectrum for each energy bin was fit using a complementary error function

\[
\phi(x) = a_0 \text{erfc} \left( \frac{x - \phi_0}{a_1} \right) = \frac{2}{\pi} \int_x^{\infty} C_0 H(\phi_0 - x) e^{-(x^2)} dy.
\]

FIG. 1. Time dependence of intensity of scintillation light from a 0.5\% stilbene-doped bibenzyl mixed single-crystal organic scintillator. The dashed line represents a fit to the data using a single component exponential decay convolved with a Gaussian distribution.

FIG. 2. Two-dimensional surface plot of pulse height in arbitrary units versus neutron energy in MeV. The ridge at 4 MeV corresponds to high energy neutrons produced from the following cyclotron beam pulse.
The complementary error function describing the pulse height spectrum, \( \phi(x) \), where \( x \) is the pulse height in arbitrary units, is representative of the convolution of a Heaviside step function with a Gaussian spreading function, where \( a_0 \) is a normalization constant corresponding to the height of the pulse height spectrum, \( \phi_0 \) is the value corresponding to the position of the edge of the Heaviside step function in pulse height units, and \( a_j \) is related to the FWHM of the Gaussian function. The pulse height corresponding to the maximum hydrogen recoil energy for each bin, \( x_{\text{max}} \), was determined using the pulse height at which the spectrum was at 1% of the maximum value, \( a_0 \) [i.e., \( \phi(x_{\text{max}}) = 0.001\phi_0 \)]. To ensure that the edge of the pulse height distribution corresponded to maximum proton energy deposition, the range of protons at the maximum incident neutron energy was calculated using the energy loss and straggling tool (ELAST). The range corresponding to 16 MeV protons in bibenzyl is 2.9 mm and thus, edge effects in the determination of \( x_{\text{max}} \) were assumed to be negligible. The uncertainty in \( x_{\text{max}} \) was obtained by summing in quadrature the parameter estimation errors provided by the MINOS minimization routine.

Using this prescription, a plot of the relative response of the stilbene-doped bibenzyl mixed single-crystal organic scintillator as a function of proton energy deposited was obtained as shown in Fig. 3. To determine Birks’ parameter, the stopping power for protons in bibenzyl was calculated using ELAST as a function of proton energy. Using discretized values of the stopping power, Eq. (9) was energy-integrated to obtain \( L(E) \), and a \( \chi^2 \)-minimization was performed between this function and the measured relative response data using the Minuit MIGRAD function minimization routine. The \( kB \) parameter for the bibenzyl-stilbene (99.5:0.5) mixed single-crystal scintillator was determined to be \( 3.862 \pm 0.795 \text{mg/(MeV cm}^2) \). This value is similar to the measured \( kB \) values for other organic scintillators.

### V. CONCLUSION

The bibenzyl-stilbene (99.5:0.5) mixed single-crystal scintillator exhibits rapid prompt fluorescence and highly suppressed delayed fluorescence light emission mechanisms, making it a good candidate for high-event-rate pulse mode operation and current-mode nTOF measurements at NIF and other energetic ICF devices, where signals that differ by orders of magnitude occurring within hundreds of nanoseconds must be differentiated. The prompt fluorescence decay constant was determined and compared favorably to previous measurements. The relative light yield as a function of proton energy deposited was obtained, and Birks’ parameter was extracted, which can be used as input to simulations to determine the nTOF instrument response function for the bibenzyl-stilbene mixed single-crystal organic scintillator. Future work includes utilization of an electrostatic deflector at the 88-in. Cyclotron at Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory to obtain a direct measurement of the neutron response of this scintillator over a broader energy range relevant for nTOF diagnostics.
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7. See http://midas.triumf.ca for “MIDAS Data Acquisition Software Package.”


16“Energy loss and Straggling Tool,” [Adapted from the computer program ENELOSS, written by H. Ernst (1981) with stopping power routines by K. Lesko (1984)].